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 Events for TCRCM 

Every Thursday, 12:00– Lunch at Sterling’s 

restaurant on the river in Richland 

 Wednesday Float Flying at the Mudhole  

below Wye Park, wind and weather per-

mitting. 

 August 21– Hobbytown sponsors a train-

ing event at TCRCM 

Events for Yakima Valley Aero Modelers  

Ben’s Strip, 3513 Cheyne Road, Zillah, WA 

 September 17-19, Fall Classic 

Events for Red Apple Flyers 

5201 4th Street SE 
East Wenatchee 98802 
 
 July 31-August 1 Cubs and Cousins 
 August 27th - 29th- NWSAM Champion-

ship 
 September 11-12 Warbirds Over 

Wenatchee  
 
Events for Weavers Airfield  
2395 Hampton Road, Othello, WA  
   
 August 13-15 Hot-Lift Aerotow 

 September 2-5 Huckfest 

 September 11-13 Lapse Rate Aerotow 

 September 25-27 Heli Fall  T
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From the Editor 

Hey folks, 

TCRCM is not 

just a flying park. 

We are a club and 

as such need help. 

Our upcoming 

training event is a 

great opportunity 

to lend a hand. If 

you have a buddy 

box and trainer 

plane, we need 

your help. I’m 

sure Bob can use 

help getting the 

field ready. Peo-

ple are needed to 

meet and greet 

and make sure the 

people flow is 

smooth.  

Oh, and I can AL-

WAYS use help, 

ideas, and sub-

missions for the 

newsletter. 

CP 

 

Calendar of events 

https://tcrcm.com/
http://yvam.net/
https://www.redappleflyers.org/
http://www.weaversairfield.com/events-2021.html
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We had a good turnout for the Christmas in 

July celebration. Good company and good food. 

We seem to be coming out of this record hot 

spell. The mornings are a little cooler and we 

can stay longer at the field. Good flying days ahead. 

And with the break in the heat, the lawn should be greening 

up a little more. Bob would like to schedule mowing times so 

we get good coverage of all areas on a regular basis. If you have 

the time to spend an hour or so please give Bob a call. He is 

working on a call list and schedule, so please pitch in where 

you can. 

Bob has also started a project of replacing the tops of the 

starting tables. He just completed one on the far right hand 

end and another was completed earlier. He would like to get 

the others finished this season before winter. Please call him 

and let him know if you are available and he can work out a 

schedule to complete. 

Remember our instructors are here to help all of us improve 

our flying skills, not just beginners. So, if you have a new plane, 

new radio, or just want to learn some new maneuvers, arrange 

a time with one of them to assist you. It will be time well spent 

and enhance your enjoyment of the hobby. 

See you at the field soon! 

John 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President’s Message 

During the “Christmas party”, George Var-

go presented Larry Salsbury with a model 

airplane as thanks for his never-ending 

help and the rescue boat. 
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August 21 from 10AM to 3PM 

The object of this event is to give 

folks that might be interested in the 

hobby an opportunity to get a 3-

month membership in AMA and the 

club as well as get them flying that 

day with buddy box.  Horizon Hobbies and Hobby Town are supporting 

this effort with advertising and donations.  We NEED club members that 

have buddy boxes with airplanes to help fly new members.  Also needed 

are support staff to help with a variety of jobs from helping with lunch to 

charging batteries. We will also have club members doing demonstration 

flights.  If you can do any of these things to help please contact Rob Skiba 

@ Rski@me.com .  If you have friends that may be interested in trying 

their hand at RC they can get in touch 

with Hobby Town for more information.  

Prospective pilots will be entered in a 

drawing which will have at least a com-

plete ready to fly airplane package with 

everything needed to get started.   

Lunch, provided by Hobby Town, will be 

served to all participants and club mem-

bers.  

• Date: 8/21/2021 Saturday 
• Time: 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
• Raffle is at 2:00, must be present to 

win! 
• Lunch will be available for donation at 

Noon 
• Trainer aircraft available for YOU to 

try flying an actual R/C plane 
• Computer Simulator on site to try your 

hand at flying 
• Special AMA/TCRCM Promo - must 

purchase at Hobby Town in 
Kennewick  $65 value for $30 

• 3 months AMA memberships - in-
cludes Model Aviation magazine & In-
surance 

• Club Membership in the local Tri-
City Radio Control Modelers Club 

• Lunch 
• Raffle ticket for fabulous prizes do-

nated by Horizon Hobby and the 
Kennewick Hobby Town store 

• Extra Raffle Tickets $10 donation, or 
3 tickets for $15 

• On-site purchase of the Special Pro-
mo available on day of event but cost 
is $35 each - includes all of the above 

• Drone (quad-copter), Helicopter, 
Electric Jets, and 3-D Flying Demos at 
Noon and 2:00 PM right after raffle drawing 

 

  

Learning to Fly Day 

mailto:Rski@me.com
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 What is parallel charging?  Parallel 

charging involves the use a charging 

board that allows you to charge multiple 

batteries with a single charger in the 

same amount of time that you can charge 

a single battery. Depending upon the par-

allel board you can charge either 4 or 6 

identical batteries at a time.  savings of 

time and hassle is a no brainer, but paral-

lel charging is not all rainbows and uni-

corns. 

 Parallel charging 

done incorrectly 

can result in a dis-

astrous fire.  If you 

follow one single 

safety rule you take 

the risk out of par-

allel charging.  Spe-

cifically; Only 

charge identical 

batteries using the parallel method.  Do that and you’re good.  

Broken down that single rule goes like this.  It’s critical that all 

batteries in parallel have the same cell count – absolutely criti-

cal, this is the most important thing.  It’s critical that all bat-

teries have both main leads and balance connectors connected 

to the balance board. It’s important that all of the batteries 

have similar capacity (mAh).  It’s recommended that all bat-

teries have similar resistance and state of charge, so don’t 

charge old worn or puffy batteries parallel with new batteries. 

 Invariably people want to know how far they can stray from 

the primary rule, and some variance is possible.  “Can I charge 

an 1800mah battery in parallel with a 2200mah battery?”  

Clearly that’s a violation of rule #1 – they are not identical;  

however they are very similar in size so you can probably do 

that.  Would I recommend it?  No.  Have I done it?  Yes.  “Can I 

charge a 5000mAh 4 cell with a 5000mAh 6 cell of the same 

brand?”  Absolutely not!  You WILL have a fire. Matching the 

cell count is absolutely essential whether parallel charging, or 

parallel discharging.   Can I charge a 3 cell 2200mah battery 

with cells at 3.75v along with a 3 cell 2200mah battery with 

cells at 3.85v?  No problem, those are close enough.   So – cell 

count absolutely must match, voltage similar – say within 

about a fuzzy 0.2 volt/cell, Capacity should be similar, within 

about a fuzzy 20% capacity.  I would not wander out of those 

bounds.  

How Does Parallel Charging Work? 

First thing to understand is how a LiPo is ‘seen’ by a charger 

when it gets connected and how it charges the battery.  When 

you plug in the main connector (XT60, XT90, EC3, EC5, etc) the 

charger will see the total voltage of the LiPo.  When you plug in 

the balance connector the charger can now see and monitor 

the voltage of each individual cell.  At this point I should say 

that regardless of what you read elsewhere you should AL-

Parallel Charging by R. Scott Page 
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WAYS balance charge batteries.  

Balance charging may take longer, 

but I’ll trade this time for safety 

every time.  The charger can now 

send voltage into the battery (at 

the predetermined rate) to get the 

battery to the “full charge” voltage or 4.2 volts per cell.  At the 

same time cells that are higher than others are balanced to 

make them match the lowest cell ensuring that when the bat-

tery is fully charged all the cells are balanced and matched.  

The charger will send current into the battery until the differ-

ence between the charger voltage and the battery voltage is ze-

ro.  It will then lower the amperage and maintain the battery at 

that set voltage while it continues to balance the cells and en-

sure that the resting voltage of the pack will stay at the set 

voltage once the charger is turned off. 

Knowing this, let’s assume I am going to charge one of my 

2200mAh 6s LiPo.  I would plug in the XT60 and balance lead.  

Most chargers will now give me a read out of the overall volt-

age and you can see the individual voltage of each cell 

(Depending on your charger you will either find the individual 

cell voltage on the main screen or on a secondary screen).  I 

would set the charger to charge at 1 C which I figure out by di-

viding the capacity of the Lipo by 1000 (2200mah/1000=2.2 

amps) and then start the charger.  

Now that it is clear how the charger is going to send voltage to 

the pack we must also understand how connecting multiple 

batteries will affect how they charge.  By connecting two 

2200mah 6S batteries in parallel; the charger ‘sees’ one 

4400mah 6S battery. (If they were in series it would see one 

2200mah 12S battery) By connecting them in parallel the 

charger still sees a 6s battery and the charging characteristics 

don’t change, just the overall capacity changes.  That change 

in capacity means the C value changes from 2.2 amps (for one) 

to 4.4 amps (for two in parallel).  By using a parallel board we 

can combine up to 6 batteries together and have the charger 

charge them as 1 larger battery.  To do this we simply adjust 

the charger to maintain 1C charging by calculating the new ca-

pacity of the parallel batteries.   into

Capacity Battery 
number 

1C formula 1C Rate 

2200mah 1 2200mAh/1000 2.2 Amps 

2200mah 2 4400mAh/1000 4.4 Amps 

1800mah 3 6200mah/1000 6.2 Amps 

2200mah 4 7400mah/100 7.Amps 

        

Parallel Charging, continued 
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TThe parallel board plugs into the charger with the main leads 

(XT60, EC3 or whatever) and a 6S balance lead.  Battery main 

leads and balance connectors  are then plugged into the bal-

ance board. The charger will be able automatically detect the 

number of cells being charged – but be sure the number of 

cells is the same for all batteries on a balance board.  board.    

In practice – I almost always charge below 1C because con-
servative charge rates will extend the life of the battery.  Since 

I’m charging several at a time I’m still finished much faster 
than charging at 1 C one at a time.  It’s a classic case of The 
Tortoise and the Hare. 

When choosing a Balance board I’d suggest getting one with 

replaceable fuses.  I recommend this 4 battery board https://

alofthobbies.com/four-battery-fused-parallel-charge-

board.html While it’s native plug is XT60 it’s easy to use adapt-

ers to accommodate XT90, Deans, or EC3 and EC5.   

If charging where you can’t monitor the process in 

person,  I recommend using a video baby moni-

tor which will alert you on your cell phone in 

the event of noise, or motion.  I don’t have a par-

ticular model to recommend, however I’m cur-

rently testing the Nooie Baby Monitor which I pur-

chased from Amazon for $40.   

 

 

Important Safety Practices for charging: 

 When charging batteries indoors always have a smoke 

detector above your charger.  

  Visually monitor the batteries while they 

charge, either in person or using video sur-

veillance such as a baby monitor.   

 Have a fire extinguisher near (but not too 

near) the charging area or a large bucket of 

dry sand. Do not try to extinguish a LiPo fire 

with water. 

 Charge on a nonflammable surface.   

 LiPo batteries should be charged within a temperature 

range of 50F to 80F.  

 This is not a complete list of safety guidelines, but in-

cludes some that may not be common sense. For a more 

complete list of safety practices see https://

www.icharger.co.nz/buying/resources-faq/lipo-lithium-

battery-safety-guide/ 

Disclaimer: I don’t claim to 

be an  expert on the subject 

of parallel charging or Lipo 

batteries. Apply any infor-

mation from this article at 

your own risk.  Improper or 

misuse of LiPo batteries can 

cause explosions and/or 

fire.   

Parallel Charging, continued 

https://alofthobbies.com/four-battery-fused-parallel-charge-board.html
https://alofthobbies.com/four-battery-fused-parallel-charge-board.html
https://alofthobbies.com/four-battery-fused-parallel-charge-board.html
https://www.icharger.co.nz/buying/resources-faq/lipo-lithium-battery-safety-guide/
https://www.icharger.co.nz/buying/resources-faq/lipo-lithium-battery-safety-guide/
https://www.icharger.co.nz/buying/resources-faq/lipo-lithium-battery-safety-guide/
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Many thanks to our field man-

ager Bob A. and also Dan R. for 

replacing tops on some flight 

tables. Goodbye slivers and 

wobbles.  

Boys and their toys. Scott P. souped up 

his Avanti with a color change and 

glowing afterburner. It flies well, too. 
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 This month’s RCbattery 

winner is Rodney 

Marks. Congratulations! 

The question was “How 

many airplanes do you 

have still in the box?” 

The answers ranged 

from 0 to 35 with an av-

erage of 5.4. The medi-

an was 4 and the mode 

is 5. 

Enter here for a chance to win a FREE Lipo 

battery from RCbattery.com. 

If you ever have an extra silverware caddy from a 

dishwasher, it can be turned into a desktop tool hold-

er. I bet it would work for knitting needles, too!  

rcbattery.com
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KZ5H37Z
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KZ5H37Z
http://www.rcbattery.com/
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Step 1: Relax.   

If you consistently win regional IMAC competitions in the Ultimate Class, 

then there’s no reason to read on if you don’t want to. Otherwise, forget 

that you know it all and be objective, listen and be open minded. 

Step 2: Follow the sequence in order.   

Mr. Goldsmith developed this method of trimming aircraft from years of 

building, flying in competition and judging aerobatics competitions. He 

noticed even pilots in “top classes” were chasing their airplanes as a re-

sult of not being trimmed well. His approach is systematic and compre-

hensive. If you aren’t fighting your airplane you can concentrate on cen-

tering and maneuver geometry. Commit to trimming your plane, it will 

take a minimum of ten to fifteen flights after you have broken in your en-

gine and chosen your propeller! Changing the prop changes everything. 

Also, read the whole article before starting the trimming process to get 

the big picture.   

Step 3: Servo and Control Setup.   

Decide whether you are going to use your plane for precision, freestyle, or 

both. Most scale aerobatics events allow a second aircraft for freestyle. If 

you can afford it…do it! Bias your setup toward precision control if you 

will use one aircraft for both precision and freestyle.   

Precision: Elevator deflection should be somewhere near 12 to 15 de-

grees. Check your exponential, it shouldn’t be more than about 35% 

which is usually just enough to give the aircraft a “linear feel” (i.e. half 

stick gives half control response). A precision roll rate of 360 degrees per 

second rotation at full stick deflection should give you 180 degrees per 

second rotation at half stick deflection. Servos are rated at oz/in, so using 

arms longer than one inch reduce the torque delivered to your control 

surface. Mr. Goldsmith harps extensively on surface blowback. Under-

powered surfaces caused by poor geometry or not enough servos will 

result in the air pushing against your servo and keeping it from full de-

flection. The results are inconsistent maneuvers and lower scores in 

competition.   

Freestyle: Pay close attention to servo/control arm geometry to make 

sure you are getting enough power to your surface to prevent blowback! 

Mr. Goldsmith suggests that it is more important to get correct geometry 

than to get those crazy throws. He mentions that on his 46% Cap he uses 

one inch servo arms and 1-1/4 inch double arm on his rudder. He creates 

a mechanical advantage so his servo is getting even more torque to the 

surface than it’s maximum oz/in rating. He gets 28 degrees aileron, 32 

degrees elevator, and 35 degrees rudder maximum deflections, which, he 

says, is a good balance between precision and freestyle, with a bias to-

ward freestyle. He cites this example: DS8611 = 266 oz/in with a one 

inch servo arm and 200 oz/in with a 1-1/2 inch servo arm to illustrate 

this reduces torque available as the servo arm length increases. Good ge-

ometry with plenty of power to the control surface will eliminate blow-

back and flutter.   

Step 4: Follow the sequence!   

 Don’t skip ahead. The following sequence will ensure that each subse-

quent adjustment will have no effect on the previous adjustments. These 

are the building blocks of a trimmed aircraft in order: center of gravity 

(CG), dynamic balance (wingtip weight), thrust angle, aileron differential, 

THEN P-mixing (i.e. knife edge tracking, roll coupling, down-line tracking, 

etc.). Remember, if you change your propeller, everything changes!   

Step 5: Center of Gravity  

 Is your CG correct? CG is a feel thing, but there are a couple indicators of 

an excessively forward or 

aft CG. Does your aircraft 

take an uncomfortable 

amount of down elevator 

Peter Goldsmith’s Trimming Sequence   
Condensed from the Model Aviation article under “Scale Aerobatics” Feb & Apr ‘05 JR Team leader, 

TOC competitor, IMAC top pilot/judge, and scratch builder Peter Goldsmith offers some of his ex-

perience...   
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to maintain level inverted flight?  

CG to far forward. If your aircraft climbs on an inverted 45 degree upline 

your CG is too far back. Mr. Goldsmith recommends at least 10 to 15 

flights on a new aircraft before deciding where the CG will be if you’re 

trimming a new model.   

Step 6: Dynamic Balance   

Wings can weigh the same and still need some weight on one or the other 

to balance them under flight loads. Here’s how to check if you are bal-

anced – from the top of the box dive straight down for three to four sec-

onds at idle, then do a hard pull to the horizontal. Your aircraft should 

exit wings level, if a wing drops, add weight to the opposite wing. Before 

adding weight, do the maneuver ten times with an observer to make sure 

the results are conclusive. Make sure you aren’t adding aileron while 

pulling. Temporarily increase the spring tension on the ailerons if neces-

sary. You did check your elevators to make sure they were identical 

throughout their travel, didn’t you? If everything checks and you have a 

wing that drops consistently, add weight to the opposite wing and re-test 

Step 7: Thrust Angle   

 Put aesthetics aside! Although the manufacturer of your aircraft proba-

bly got the thrust angle pretty close on the plans or the ARF, having a 

trimmed aircraft that flies right is more important than having the spin-

ner perfectly lined up with the cowl. Engine and propeller selection make 

a big difference in thrust angle required. To test for the correct thrust an-

gle fly a straight line, wings perfectly level, and pull up to vertical. Your 

plane should track straight up to a “top of the box” altitude. As speed 

changes your trim will be different, so hopefully your aircraft is capable 

of maintaining forward speed for the required length of your upline. Use 

rudder trim to compensate for your aircraft veering to the left or right 

during the upline. Increase (or decrease) your right thrust by half the 

number of degrees your rudder was deflected. Right rudder = more right 

thrust, left rudder = less right thrust. Flight test your aircraft and adjust 

as necessary until you are satisfied with the upline tracking of your air-

craft. If you change your propeller size you have to start over. (As a side 

note, if you read the whole article before you start you might notice a 

hint about using rudder offset instead of thrust angle in the “Throttle to 

Rudder Mixing section.)   

Step 8: Aileron Differential   

 Make sure you’re not getting surface blowback! Mr. Goldsmith empha-

sizes this point again in this section. If your roll rates are faster on up-

lines than on downlines then you are getting surface blowback and your 

aircraft will be inconsistent. To test for this start a downward vertical 

dive from the top of the box and roll to the right, pause and roll again to 

the right. If your first roll was faster than the second roll, you are getting 

blowback.   Now for the differential…fly a 45 degree upline directly into 

or down wind and away from you. Roll to the right. If the aircraft “walks” 

to the right, then you have too much down travel. If it “walks” to the left, 

then it has too much up aileron travel. Repeat the process to the left and 

adjust until you are satisfied your aircraft is tracking true in the roll axis. 

“You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to do hesitations on lines,” Peter Gold-

smith remarks.   

Step 9: Throttle to Aileron Mixing   

Finally were to the place where everyone starts…the mixing. You’ll notice 

this topic is last in the sequence. Expect to be ready for these mixing 

steps after 10 to 20 flights or more if you’ve strictly followed the se-

quence. Continue to follow the sequence in the recommended order here 

too.   

 Most noticeable on downlines throttle to aileron mixing can be checked 

in two ways and both ways should be used. Fly directly overhead into the 

wind at a top of the box altitude, 50 to 100 feet past overhead push down 

into a dive at idle and watch carefully to see if the model is rolling on the 

downline. Most aircraft will roll slightly to the right. Unknowingly most 

pilots are carrying a small amount of aileron trim at low throttle. The sec-

ond way to check is to fly along at a medium height, throttle smoothly 

Trimming, continued 
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back to idle and watch for rolling. Add a throttle to aileron mix at low 

throttle to compensate for this rolling – make sure it takes effect gradual-

ly, starting at around half stick. This is a linear mix.   

Step 10: Throttle to Rudder Mixing   

 Hope to have to only apply a small amount of left rudder at low throttle. 

To check for this use the same technique as for throttle-to-aileron. Fly 

directly into the wind overhead at top of box altitude, push down in front 

of yourself and watch carefully. “You’ll be amazed, especially at the start 

of the downline. Anytime you are using elevator and are off in the yaw 

axis is a bad day,” exclaims Peter. Some fairly experienced modelers use 

this throttle to rudder theory in reverse. They use little to no right thrust 

on the engine, but have right rudder mixed in on full throttle. Peter Gold-

smith says he hasn’t tried this method. For low throttle left rudder mix, 

Peter likes to have the rudder offset start at least above half and let it 

progress from there as he reduces throttle. Try to keep the start of the 

mix well above the idle setting.   

Step 11: Rudder to Aileron Mixing   

Flat turns are the best way to check for mixing requirements – knife edge 

flight can be used, but rolling circles appear more frequently in sequenc-

es than knife edge flight. If you see inconsistencies at different speeds 

you may be getting rudder blowback! This should be a linear mix. If your 

roll mix becomes too much as you reduce your rudder input this is anoth-

er sign that you could have rudder blowback (insufficient rudder power 

for full deflection).   

Step 12: Rudder to Elevator Mixing   

 Almost every aircraft will need a rudder to elevator program mix. Start 

with a flat turn – if your model pitches down add a small amount of up 

elevator mix, if it pitches up, add a small amount of down elevator. Do 

this test in both directions. Knife edge flight could be used for this test, 

but rolling circles are more common in sequences than knife edge flight. 

This mix is not a linear mix. It will take more elevator at higher degrees 

of rudder deflection. Mr. Goldsmith says not to panic, most radios used 

for aerobatic competition these days have the option to program a non-

linear mix. At low rudder throw it is possible to have one or two percent 

mix, but as the throw increases you might need as much as a ten percent 

mix.   

Peter Goldsmith’s Tricks of the Trade:   

 You’ll have a hard time beating a person with the same skill but a 

properly trimmed plane if yours isn’t. It took him more than 20 years of 

competition to figure most of this stuff out. Be patient, observant, and ob-

jective. Even if your model isn’t perfectly straight you can trim it. Don’t 

fly with your inside wing down five or ten degrees! That is the most com-

mon mistake made by all competitors. Get someone to spot you and tell 

you when you are level – learn to fly level! Flying level will greatly reduce 

your workload and make all your maneuvers easier and more precise. 

Spend your money on gas and oil (or glow fuel), trim the plane you have 

already and practice, practice, practice! “Avoid letting your ego be your 

only motivation. Be objective, humble, and listen, watch and experiment.”   

  

Trimming, continued 


